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The influence of different drug transport routes in intestinal drug permeability screening assays
was studied. Three experimental models were compared: the small-intestine-like 2/4/A1 cell
model, which has a leaky paracellular pathway, the Caco-2 cell model, which has a tighter
paracellular pathway, and artificial hexadecane membranes (HDMs), which exclusively model
the passive transcellular pathway. The models were investigated regarding their ability to
divide passively and actively transported compounds into two permeability classes and to rank
compounds according to human intestinal absorption. In silico permeability models based on
two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) molecular descriptors were also developed
and validated using external test sets. The cell-based models classified 80% of the acceptably
absorbed compounds (FA g 30%) correctly, compared to 60% correct classifications using the
HDM model. The best compound ranking was obtained with 2/4/A1 (rs ) 0.74; rs ) 0.95 after
removing actively transported outliers). The in silico model based on 2/4/A1 permeability gave
results of similar quality to those obtained when using experimental permeability, and it was
also better than the experimental HDM model at compound ranking (rs ) 0.85 and 0.47,
respectively). We conclude that the paracellular transport pathway present in the cell models
plays a significant role in models used for intestinal permeability screening and that 2/4/A1 in
vitro and in silico models are promising alternatives for drug discovery permeability screening.

Introduction

Intestinal drug permeability is considered to be one
of the two major barriers to intestinal drug absorption,
solubility being the other.1 For the assessment of
intestinal drug permeability, epithelial cell culture
models such as Caco-2 are routinely used.2-6 One of the
reasons for the widespread use of Caco-2 assays is the
versatility of the cell line, which allows studies not only
of passive diffusion processes but also, after modifica-
tions, of the experimental setup of active drug transport
and efflux systems and presystemic drug metabolism.7,8

However, this versatility is considered to be a potential
weakness of the Caco-2 cell culture model in the
screening setting. For instance, the Caco-2 cell line
forms very tight monolayers compared to the human
small intestine, which has been explained by the colonic
origin of the cell line.9 Also, in some combinatorial
libraries, an unexpectedly large percentage of the
compounds is found to be substrates for efflux proteins
in Caco-2 cells, whereas the in vivo relevance of these
findings remains unclear.10

A preferred solution to these issues is the adoption
of a reductionist approach, by which different mecha-
nisms affecting intestinal drug absorption are studied
in separate experimental systems. Different alternative
models, such as the intestinal epithelial cell line
2/4/A111 and the filter-immobilized hexadecane mem-

brane (HDM) model,12 have been used to study the
dominating passive transport pathways in the absence
of active transport, while, for active transport, studies
in expression systems that overexpress a specific active
drug transporter are generally favored.13,14

The 2/4/A1 cells lack functional expression of several
important active drug transporters and form monolay-
ers with a more leaky, small-intestine-like paracellular
pathway than that of Caco-2 monolayers (Figure 1). As
a result, the 2/4/A1 cell line is thought to better mimic
the epithelial barrier to passive drug transport in vivo.15

Different artificial membrane models, such as HDM-
and phospholipid-based parallel artificial membrane
permeation assays (PAMPA), completely lack active
transport pathways, and, in addition, the paracellular
pathway is absent in these models (Figure 1).12,16-20

Thus, the popularity of the artificial membrane models
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the membrane models
used in this study. aTEER: transepithelial electrical resistance
is a measure of the resistance to ion flux across the membrane.
Because the paracellular pathway greatly affects TEER, a high
value will reflect a tighter membrane. In addition to passive
permeability, active efflux transporters can influence perme-
ability values in the Caco-2 model under the applied experi-
mental conditions.
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relies on the assumption that the transcellular barrier
is the dominant barrier to drug absorption. This as-
sumption is supported by numerous studies indicating
that intestinal drug absorption of soluble drugs is
correlated to passive drug permeability.12,15,18,21-23 Pas-
sive membrane permeability is strongly related to
relatively simple molecular descriptors, which has made
it possible to develop in silico models that predict the
permeability of passively transported drugs. Examples
include rule-based models such as Lipinski’s rule of five1

and correlations with hydrogen bond descriptors24,25 or
molecular surface area descriptors such as the polar
surface area (PSA).22,26-31 Thus, in principle it is pos-
sible to develop in silico models that predict drug
permeability from molecular descriptors, but whether
such models can compete with experimental perme-
ability models in a screening setting is not yet clear.32

A potential bias seen in studies of in vitro and in silico
models intended to predict drug absorption is that the
data sets are generally enriched in completely absorbed
compounds (Figure 2).12,18,23,25,33-39 This is probably
because the data sets are based on orally administered
marketed drugs that have been selected partly on the
basis of their favorable absorption properties. Models
based on such skewed data sets are often able to
distinguish fairly well between completely (g80%) and
poorly absorbed compounds and can rapidly give useful
indications of the expected average permeability of
compound libraries early in the drug discovery process.
However, compounds with moderate absorption proper-
ties may also be of interest in the early phases of drug
discovery, and in our opinion it would be advantageous
to include such compounds in the evaluation of perme-
ability models. The need to include a significant number
of incompletely absorbed compounds in the data set is
further emphasized during lead optimization, when it
is desirable to rank compounds according to their
absorption properties.

Another potential bias arises because the data sets
are generally based on passively transported compounds
and no consideration is given to the potential influence
of active transport.22,40 Although this approach gives
better models of passive permeability, the models
generate selective information only about the passive
route, and their performance in the screening of data
sets that include actively transported compounds re-
mains to be investigated.

In this work, we compare the widely used perme-
ability model Caco-2 with two emerging alternative
models regarding ability to predict the fraction absorbed
after oral drug administration in humans (FA). To avoid
problems arising from the large interlaboratory varia-
tion observed for permeability data, only data deter-
mined in our own laboratory under standardized ex-
perimental conditions were used. For instance, unstirred
water layer effects in the permeability determinations
were minimized by using high stirring rates, as de-
scribed by Stenberg et al.22 The data set was carefully
selected to evenly cover the entire range of FA in
humans (0-100%, Figure 2h) and to be widely spread
in the molecular descriptor space. In addition, we
included a number of drugs that are at least partly
actively transported, to better reflect the discovery
situation where transporter affinities are unknown and

to further stress mechanistic differences between the
experimental models (Table 1). Caco-2 cells express
various active transporters that are not present in the
2/4/A1 and HDM models, including the efflux trans-
porter P-glycoprotein (P-gp).41,42 Finally, the experimen-
tal results were used to develop in silico models of
intestinal permeability. The experimental and in silico
models were evaluated both for their ability to classify
compounds as poorly or acceptably absorbed and for
their ability to rank compounds according to FA. In

Figure 2. Distribution of data sets used for prediction of FA:
(A) ref 12, (B) ref 18, (C) ref 23, (D) ref 39, (E) ref 25, (F) ref
27, (G) refs 33-38 and 58, (H) this study; (I) ChemGPS plot
of the data set in this study and of a reference set of orally
administered drugs. The closed symbols represent the data
set used in this study, and the open symbols represent 150
registered orally administered drugs taken from the Physi-
cian’s Desk Reference.
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addition, the predictive power of the in silico models was
evaluated using a set of well-characterized drug com-
pounds for external validation.

Results and Discussion
Data Set Distribution. A ChemGPS analysis54

(Figure 2i) showed that the data set in this work was
evenly spread in the structural space of orally admin-
istered drugs. In addition, a principal component analy-
sis (PCA) based on two-dimensional (2D) and three-
dimensional (3D) descriptors of the studied compounds
did not show any apparent clustering of compounds,
indicating that the data set was structurally diverse
(Supporting Information). The diversity was further
corroborated by a large spread in calculated properties
such as molecular weight, polar surface area (PSA), and
octanol-water partition coefficient (ClogP) (Supporting
Information, Table 1).

Correlation between Permeability and Intesti-
nal Absorption. Sigmoidal relationships between FA
and Papp were observed in all three models, which is
in agreement with previous observations (Figure
3).12,15,16,21,22 A nonlinear curve fit showed that the
training set Papp data from each experimental model
could be adequately described by an empirical sigmoidal

function and that the fit to the sigmoidal relationship
was stronger for 2/4/A1 (r2 ) 0.87) than for Caco-2 (r2

) 0.72) and HDM (r2 ) 0.58; r2 ) 0.71 when excluding
outliers ganciclovir and clodronic acid).

In general, Papp in the HDM and Caco-2 models was
comparable, especially for the high-permeability com-
pounds (Supporting Information, Figure 3 and Table 2).
However, Papp in the small-intestine-like 2/4/A1 cell
culture model was up to 2 log units higher than that in
the other experimental models (Figure 3d); i.e., it was
quantitatively comparable to those observed in the
human jejunum.36 We conclude that this difference is
caused by a larger influence of the paracellular pathway
in the 2/4/A1 cell monolayers.15 The more narrow range
of Papp in the 2/4/A1 model is also in agreement with
human in vivo perfusion data.15,36

Permeability Classification Models. In the early
stages of the drug discovery process, it is often consid-
ered to be sufficient to classify compounds in a binary
fashion, i.e., as acceptably or poorly absorbed. The
sigmoidal relationships in Figure 3 were therefore used
to determine limiting Papp values that divided the
compounds into two classes: poorly or acceptably ab-
sorbed. A rather high cutoff value of FA g 90% is often

Table 1. Permeability Coefficients and Intestinal Absorption of the Compounds in the Data Set

Papp a-b (cm/s × 106)

druga

active
transport

mechanism

additional
passive

(paracellular)
route Caco-2 2/4/A1 HDM

mass
balance

(%) HDM FA (%)v

1 alfentanil 270 ( 13° 440 ( 14o 770 ( 14° 95g 100
2 glycylsarcosine* PEPT1b + 0.50 ( 0.07p 11 ( 1.9p 0.25 ( 0.090 92 100
3 metoprolol 91 ( 4.0q 190 ( 8.3u 8.6 ( 1.1 86 100
4 propranolol 204 ( 17g 240 ( 44u 58 ( 7.7 49 100
5 antipyrine 215 ( 11e 250 ( 10.7u 11 ( 1.5 107 97
6 alprenolol* 240 ( 14q 290 ( 12u 160 ( 10 110 96
7 pindolol + 55 ( 0.60r 67 ( 7.1u 0.73 ( 0.072 100 92
8 digoxin* P-gpc 1.3 ( 0.14n 6.7 ( 1.1n 0.12 ( 0.018 96 81
9 cimetidine* P-gp; OCT1d + 0.67 ( 0.060° 39 ( 1.9° 0.085 ( 0.014° 93g 80
10 terbutaline + 0.23 ( 0.03g 41 ( 0.72u 0.96 ( 0.37 96 73
11 creatinine + 1.2 ( 0.068s 21 ( 1.7s 0.12 ( 0.037 89 70
12 metolazone P-gpe 4.3 ( 0.39e 14 ( 0.54s 1.1 ( 0.12 104 64
13 methotrexate* RFCf 0.030 ( 0.009t 5.2 ( 0.8g 0.020 ( 0.004 92 59
14 metformin* + 0.66 ( 0.16s 20 ( 4.1s 0.51 ( 0.30 115 55
15 atenolol* + 1.0 ( 0.13q 19 ( 2.3s 0.56 ( 0.081 103 54
16 lobucavir ENT2g 0.88 ( 0.13s 14 ( 2.1s 0.057 ( 0.003 92 50
17 didanosine + 0.25 ( 0.10s 14 ( 0.70s 0.099 ( 0.010 84 42
18 valaciclovir PEPT1h 2.3 ( 0.18g 35 ( 13.6g 0.39 ( 0.15 91 36
19 nadolol P-gpi + 0.28 ( 0.038s 14 ( 2.7s 0.032 ( 0.031 69 30
20 sulpiride* P-gpe 0.21 ( 0.012e 11 ( 1.4s 0.43 ( 0.18 102 30
21 mannitol + 0.19( 0.014e 11 ( 1.2s 0.017 ( 0.008 95 26
22 aciclovir ENT2j + 0.38 ( 0.005s 8.2 ( 0.82s 0.034 ( 0.013 93 19
23 foscarnet NAP1k + 0.043 ( 0.004e 9.5 ( 0.32s 0.36 ( 0.30 91 17
24 sulfasalazine MRP2; OATl 0.16 ( 0.021e 9.6 ( 0.86s 0.028 ( 0.011 96 12
25 ganciclovir* ENT2m 0.23 ( 0.067s 8.7 ( 1.4s 6.7 ( 2.7 97 5
26 clodronic acid + 0.059 ( 0.036s 4.5 ( 0.40s 12 ( 1.1 95 3
27 olsalazine + 0.050 ( 0.007g 5.5 ( 0.10u 0.066 ( 0.032 102 3
28 lactulose + 0.27 ( 0.064e 8.9 ( 3.6s 0.081 ( 0.017 98 1
29 raffinose* + 0.047 ( 0.004e 5.9 ( 0.32s 0.051 ( 0.013 92 0
30 mitoxantrone P-gp; ABCG2n 2.3 ( 0.16n 7.3 ( 1.1n 0.74 ( 0.060 48 n.a.w
mean CV (%) 14 12 33

a Substances marked with an asterisk (*) are included in the test set. All compounds are assumed to exhibit passive transcellular
diffusion to some extent. + ) passive paracellular diffusion; ABCG2 ) substrate for the ABCG2 (BCRP) transporter; ENT2 ) substrate
for the purine nucleobase carrier (SLC29A2, not active in Caco-2); MRP2 ) substrate for the multidrug-resistance-associated protein 2
(ABCC2); NAP1 ) substrate for the sodium/phosphate cotransporter (SLC20); OAT ) substrate for an organic anion transporter (SLCO/
SLC22); OCT1 ) substrate for the organic cation transporter 1 (SLC22A1); PEPT1 ) substrate for the H+-dependent oligopeptide
transporter (SLC15A1, not active in Caco-2 in the absence of a pH gradient); P-gp ) substrate for P-glycoprotein (ABCB1); RFC ) substrate
for the human reduced folate carrier (SLC19A1, not active in Caco-2). b Reference 43. c Reference 44. d Reference 45. e Reference 22.
f Reference 61. g Unpublished results. h Reference 46. i Reference 47. j Reference 48. k Reference 51. l Reference 50. m Reference 49.
n Reference 13. o Reference 53. p Reference 11. q Reference 30. r Reference 26. s Reference 15. t Reference 29. u Reference 52. v References
15, 22, 25, and 26. w Human intestinal absorption data not available. Permeability data for mitoxantrone was used in generating in silico
permeability models.
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chosen for such classification, as recommended in the
biological classification system (BCS) implemented by
the Food and Drug Administration (FDA).56,57 When
high FA cutoff values (80-90%) were used in this study,
the three experimental models classified the data set
equally well. However, a large fraction (∼30-40%) of
the compounds was falsely predicted as being poorly
absorbed (Table 2). This relatively high figure was
probably a result of our more evenly distributed data
set (Figure 2h). Models based on data sets that are

biased toward completely absorbed compounds tend to
predict high permeability compounds well but lack
precision when predicting poorly permeable com-
pounds.18,32 In contrast, our data set is evenly distrib-
uted regarding FA, and it could therefore be expected
that a larger fraction of the highly permeable com-
pounds would be underestimated.

The BCS implemented by FDA has been developed
for drug development purposes and reflects a desire to
identify well-absorbed compounds that can be subjected
to a waiver in bioequivalence studies. In contrast, for
permeability screening early on in the drug discovery
process, it is often relevant to also identify compounds
with an FA significantly lower than 80%. Consultations
with colleagues in several pharmaceutical companies
indicated that in many drug discovery programs an FA
of around 30% is considered as an acceptable starting
point. In line with these commonly used values, we se-
lected an FA cutoff of 30% for the purpose of this study.

The cell-based experimental models were comparable
at classifying the data set compounds as acceptably (FA
g 30%) or poorly (FA < 30%) absorbed (Table 2). 80%
of the acceptably absorbed compounds were correctly
classified by the two cell-based models. The discriminat-
ing power of the HDM model was lower, with 60% of

Figure 3. Relationships between FA and permeability coefficients determined in (A) HDM, (B) Caco-2, (C) 2/4/A1, and (D) all
models. Squares denote compounds in the training set and circles compounds in the test set. Closed symbols, passively transported
compounds; open symbols, actively transported compounds. Short dashed line, sigmoidal curve fit for HDM; long dashed line,
Caco-2; solid line, 2/4/A1. The regression coefficient for each sigmoidal curve fit is presented in the corresponding graph.

Table 2. Percentage of Compounds that Were Correctly
Classified Using Experimental Papp Data

correctly classified as

FA class limita
membrane

model
acceptably
absorbedb

poorly
absorbede

80% HDM 56%c 85%d

Caco-2 67%c 100%d

2/4/A1 67%c 100%d

30% HDM 60%d 56%c

Caco-2 80%d 89%c

2/4/A1 80%d 100%c

a Limiting value of FA used to divide compounds into two
absorption classes. b Fraction of the compounds correctly classified
as above the FA limit. c n ) 9. d n ) 20. e Fraction of the com-
pounds correctly classified as below the FA limit.
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the acceptably absorbed compounds being correctly
classified. We propose that this was mainly because our
data set included poorly absorbed compounds with a
lower transmembrane permeability, which utilized the
alternative paracellular route in the cell culture models,
i.e., a transport route that is not available in the
artificial HDM membranes.

Ranking of Compounds. In later stages of the drug
discovery process, i.e., during lead optimization, it is of
interest to rank compounds with regard to FA. It could
be argued that a ranking according to human intestinal
Peff data would be more relevant, but unfortunately this
was not possible, because the available Peff database is
strongly biased toward completely absorbed compounds
(Figure 2g).33-38,58

The rank order correlation between FA and experi-
mentally determined Papp was considerably stronger for
2/4/A1 (rs ) 0.74) and Caco-2 (rs ) 0.73) compared to
HDM (rs ) 0.47, Figure 4, Table 3). To exclude the
possibility that the low rank order correlation between
FA and HDM Papp was related to the larger average CV
obtained in the HDM experiments (Table 1), a variable
scrambling procedure was used in which a normally
distributed error was added to the Caco-2 and 2/4/A1
Papp values. This procedure did not result in any
significant deterioration of the relationship between
Caco-2 and 2/4/A1 Papp and FA, which indicates that the
differences in rank order correlations between the
membrane models are due to inherent differences
between the models (Supporting Information).

Attempts have been made to theoretically include the
paracellular pathway in artificial membrane permeabil-
ity data by calculating the paracellular permeability from
size and charge restrictions to drug transport through
the paracellular pores.59,60 Use of this approach for the
compounds in this study resulted in lower scatter in the
sigmoidal relationship between calculated total Papp and
FA than when using the original transcellular HDM
Papp data. The scatter in the HDM rank order correla-
tion was also reduced, but remaining outliers resulted
in that the rank order correlation coefficient did not
improve significantly (rs ) 0.48 when the paracellular
pathway was included). We conclude that by accounting
for a paracellular route in artificial membranes it is
possible to improve the correlation to FA to some extent
but not to the level of the 2/4/A1 correlation.

Notably, only three significant outliers (digoxin, gly-
cylsarcosine, and methotrexate) were seen in the data
from the 2/4/A1 model. Two of the outliers can be
explained by active uptake mechanisms not present in
the 2/4/A1 cells. In vivo, glycylsarcosine is a substrate
for the PepT1 di/tripeptide uptake transporter,43 and
methotrexate is a substrate for the reduced folate
carrier,61 none of which are functionally expressed in
the 2/4/A1 cell line.11 The absence of these active
pathways can explain why the 2/4/A1 model underes-
timated the FA for these two compounds. The under-
estimation of the P-gp substrate digoxin by the 2/4/A1
model could be related to the fact that compounds with
a relatively low permeability coefficient may have time
to encounter a larger absorptive surface area in the
intestine.3 This would compensate for the low perme-
ability and result in an almost complete absorption in

vivo. When the three outliers were removed, the 2/4/A1
rank order correlation became excellent (rs ) 0.95).

Interestingly, all of the other compounds in the data
set lay within the linear rank order relationship, despite
the fact that several of them are at least partly
transported by various active transporters (Table 1).
The relevance of active transport in the human intestine

Figure 4. Spearman rank order correlation between FA and
experimental Papp determined in HDM, Caco-2, and 2/4/A1.
Squares denote compounds in the training set and circles
compounds in the test set. Closed symbols, passively trans-
ported compounds; open symbols, actively transported com-
pounds.
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has not been fully determined yet for most of these
substances, but based on previous experience we ten-
tatively conclude that many active transporters may be
saturated at therapeutic doses and would therefore not
influence FA.44 The permeabilities of the P-gp sub-
strates in the data set were on average better correlated
to FA when using Caco-2 Papp than when using 2/4/A1
Papp, which can be attributed to the fact that P-gp is
functionally expressed in Caco-2 but not in 2/4/A1.
However, the P-gp substrates metolazone and cimeti-
dine were large outliers in the Caco-2 relationship, and
the overall scatter was larger in the Caco-2 relationship
than that for 2/4/A1. In the HDM relationship, a
significant scatter was seen, for both actively and
passively transported compounds.

In Silico Classification and Ranking. To further
investigate the differences between the models, multi-
variate analysis was used to develop structure-perme-
ability relationships. Similar to previously published
models of cellular permeability, descriptors related to
polarity and hydrogen bond interactions dominated the
models based on Caco-2 and 2/4/A1 Papp.22,26-31,35 Fur-
ther, the cell-based models were dominated by perme-
ability-limiting descriptors (i.e., descriptors having a
negative value). In contrast, the PLS model of HDM Papp
had a larger influence of permeability-driving descrip-
tors, mainly describing nonpolar interactions between
the drug and its environment. This difference between
cell-based and artificial membrane models can be ex-
plained by the relative simplicity of the HDM experi-
mental model, where the hexadecane models the rate-
limiting diffusion step across the hydrophobic interior
of the lipid bilayer.62

The in silico models based on Caco-2 and 2/4/A1 Papp
classified the data set better as poorly or acceptably
absorbed than the HDM-based model (Table 4), and the
rank order correlation between FA and calculated Papp
was stronger for the cell-based models than for the

HDM-based in silico model. This was also true when
the in silico models were challenged with an external
test set. The best compound ranking results were
obtained using the 2/4/A1-based in silico model, which
gave a correlation coefficient close to that for the
experimental Papp data (rs ) 0.85 and 0.74 when the in
silico models were used to predict the experimental data
set and the external test set, respectively, Figure 5).

Similar to the experimentally determined data set,
several of the compounds in the external test set that
were well described by the 2/4/A1 in silico model have
been shown to be substrates for various active trans-
porters, but the in vivo relevance of active transport for
most of these substances in the human intestine has
not been fully determined (Supporting Information).
However, two compounds were overpredicted by the
2/4/A1 in silico model, pafenolol and enalaprilic acid
(external test set, Table 8 in the Supporting Informa-
tion), and two were underpredicted, glycylsarcosine and
methotrexate (PLS test set, Table 1). As stated above,
the underprediction of both glycylsarcosine and meth-
otrexate can be explained by active uptake mechanisms
that significantly influence permeability in vivo but
which are not present in the 2/4/A1 cell model (Table
1). Pafenolol has been shown to be a substrate for the
P-glycoprotein efflux transporter44 and also to bind to

Table 3. Spearman Rank Order Correlation between FA and
Papp

Spearman rank order correlation coefficient

membrane model all compounds outliersa removed

HDM 0.47 0.57b

Caco-2 0.73 0.82b

2/4/A1 0.74 0.95b

a Data points were considered as significant outliers if more
than 4 RMSEs away from the regression line. b Digoxin, glycyl-
sarcosine, and methotrexate were removed from the correlation
since they were significant outliers in 2/4/A1 rank order correlation
between experimental Papp and FA.

Table 4. Percentage of Compounds that Were Correctly
Classified Using in Silico Calculated Papp Data

correctly classified as

data seta
membrane

model
acceptably
absorbedb

poorly
absorbede

experimental data set HDM 90%c 67%f

Caco-2 100%c 67%f

2/4/A1 95%c 89%f

external test set HDM 89%d 14%g

Caco-2 83%d 71%g

2/4/A1 94%d 71%g

a Experimental data set, Table 1; external test set, Supporting
Information. b Fraction of the compounds correctly classified as
FA g 30%. c n ) 20. d n ) 18. e Fraction of the compounds correctly
classified as FA < 30%. f n ) 9. g n ) 7.

Figure 5. Spearman rank order correlation between FA and
Papp calculated using the 2/4/A1-based in silico model. (A)
Experimental data set (Table 1); (B) external test set (Sup-
porting Information). Squares denote compounds in the train-
ing set and circles compounds in the test set. Closed symbols,
passively transported compounds; open symbols, actively
transported compounds.
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cholic acids in the intestinal lumen in vivo,63 which
could account for the overprediction of FA, whereas the
overprediction of enalaprilic acid FA can, at least partly,
be attributed to relatively large interpatient variability
in the experimental FA determination (values of be-
tween 10 and 40% have been reported).64 When these
outliers were removed from the relationship, the cor-
relation coefficient increased to an excellent 0.97.

Conclusions

Diametrically opposed views regarding the paracel-
lular pathway are presented in the literature, ranging
from complete disregard of the influence of paracellular
drug permeability65 to proposals that this pathway is a
significant contributor to total drug permeability for
many incompletely absorbed, low permeability com-
pounds.15,66,67 Our findings support the latter view and
demonstrate a need to include the paracellular pathway
in models used for drug permeability screening, espe-
cially in drug discovery programs where significant
numbers of low-permeability compounds are expected.
We propose that the small-intestine-like 2/4/A1 epithe-
lial cell line, which has the largest influence of the
paracellular pathway of the studied experimental mod-
els, is a suitable experimental model for studies of
passive permeability in drug discovery. Further, because
the 2/4/A1 model is at least 100-fold more permeable to
low permeability drugs than Caco-2 and HDM, the
demands for more sophisticated analytical equipment
such as LC-MS-MS are probably eliminated. However,
the results also show that none of the experimental
models studied was able to predict FA for all of the
compounds exhibiting significant active transport mech-
anisms in vivo. Separate assays for detecting active
transporter affinities of discovery compounds are there-
fore warranted. Finally, the results from this study
indicate that the in silico model based on 2/4/A1 Papp
can be successfully used for both permeability classifica-
tion and ranking and suggest that computational mod-
els obtained from this cell line are promising alterna-
tives to simpler experimental models in early drug
discovery.

Materials and Methods

Data Set Selection. The data set used for model building
was selected to spread evenly over the range FA 0-100%
(Figure 2h). The compounds were taken from the 11th revision
of the World Health Organization’s list of essential drugs68 and
from the list of compounds recommended by the FDA for
permeability classification.57 Compounds for which either in
vitro or in vivo results indicated an influence from active
transport mechanisms were also included in the data set,
because such compounds may be present in compound selec-
tions in early drug discovery when transport characteristics
are unknown. Other selection criteria were that the compounds
should be structurally (Supporting Information) and physico-
chemically diverse (Figure 2i), that the compounds could be
analyzed using molecular mechanics calculations, and that FA
data of acceptable quality should be available in the literature.
The diversity of the compounds used in this study was
analyzed using the ChemGPS methodology54 and molecular
descriptors generated by the program SELMA (see the section
“Conformational Analysis and Descriptor Generation” below).
To verify that the data set was spread throughout the chemical
space of orally administered drugs, a reference data set of 150
oral drugs from the Physician’s Desk Reference55 was included
in the ChemGPS analysis.

[14C]Creatinine, [3H]digoxin, [14C]mannitol, [3H]propranolol,
[3H]sulfasalazine, and [3H]raffinose, were purchased from New
England Nuclear (Boston, MA). [14C]Aciclovir, [14C]foscarnet,
[14C]ganciclovir, [3H]glycylsarcosine, [3H]lobucavir, [3H]methotr-
exate, [3H]mitoxantrone, and [14C]valaciclovir were purchased
from Moravec Biochemicals (Brea, CA). [3H]Lactulose was
purchased from American Radiolabeled Chemicals Inc. (St.
Louis, MO). [14C]Clodronate (Leiras Co., Turku, Finland) was
a gift from Dr. J. Mönkkönen (University of Kuopio, Finland).
Didanosine, metformin, and nadolol were obtained from Bristol
Myers Squibb (Princeton, NJ). Alprenolol, antipyrine, atenolol,
metolazone, metoprolol, pindolol, sulpiride, and terbutaline
were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO). Olsalazine was
a gift from Dr. W. Rolfsen (Pharmacia & Upjohn, Uppsala,
Sweden).

Preparation of Filter-Immobilized Hexadecane Mem-
branes (HDMs). HDMs were prepared essentially as de-
scribed by Wohnsland and Faller, with a few modifications.12,69

A 71.5-µL aliquot of 5% (v/v) hexadecane in hexane was added
to polycarbonate filter inserts (Transwell Costar, Badhoeve-
dorp, The Netherlands; pore density 1 × 108 pores/cm2; mean
pore diameter 0.4 µm;69 theoretical porosity 16%; diameter 12
mm), resulting in a final volume of 3.575 µL of hexadecane/
filter. The pore diameter stated by the manufacturer was
confirmed for a number of filters using atomic force microscopy.
A larger filter size than in the original paper was used to
facilitate stirring in the wells. The impregnated inserts were
left at room temperature in a fume hood for at least 1 h prior
to the drug transport studies to ensure that the evaporation
of hexane was complete. [14C]Mannitol flux was used to
measure the plate-to-plate variation of the HDMs, using three
filters on each 12-filter plate. Transepithelial electrical resis-
tance (TEER) was measured repeatedly during the adaptation
of Wohnsland and Fallers HDM method to our laboratory
setting.53 The TEER values obtained were g5000 Ω for all of
the filters prepared using the presented protocol (Figure 1).

Drug Transport Experiments. Drug transport experi-
ments were performed as described previously.21 Briefly, the
drug was dissolved in Hank’s balanced salt solution (HBSS)
buffered to pH 7.4 using 25 mM HEPES. A buffer of pH 7.4
not containing the drug was added to the receiver side of the
membrane or cells, and the drug solution (pH 7.4) was added
to the donor side. The membranes were incubated in a
humidified atmosphere at 37°C. At regular time intervals (10-
120 min), samples were withdrawn from the receiver chamber,
and the volume was replaced with fresh, preheated buffer of
pH 7.4 without the drug. Pending analysis, samples were
stored in a freezer (-20°C). The filter plates were stirred at
high velocity (500 rpm) to minimize the influence of the
aqueous boundary layer.22 All of the experiments were per-
formed in at least triplicate, and the integrity of the mem-
branes was determined for each filter batch by measuring the
membrane permeability to [14C]mannitol. Mass balance was
assessed by sampling the donor and receiver chamber after
completing the transport experiment.

Drug transport experiments in Caco-2 and 2/4/A1 cell
monolayers were performed using the same experimental
setup as for the HDM experiments. Because the transport
experiments were performed without a transmembrane pH
gradient, uptake transporters utilizing the proton gradient
(e.g., PepT1, RFC, and ENT2) were inactive in the Caco-2
model. However, unlike the 2/4/A1 and the HDM models, the
Caco-2 monolayers express other functionally active efflux
transporters such as P-glycoprotein, multidrug resistance
associated proteins (MRPs), and breast cancer resistance
protein (BCRP) under these conditions.

Analytical Methods. Radioactively labeled substances
were analyzed using a liquid scintillation counter (Packard
Instruments 1900CA TRICARB; Canberra Packard Instru-
ments, Downers Grove, IL). For unlabeled substances, a
reversed-phase HPLC system was used. The system consisted
of two Bischoff HPLC compact pumps model 2250, a Bischoff
DAD 3L-EU/3L-OU UV detector, a Bischoff LC-CaDI 22-14
integrator (Bischoff Analysentechnik und -Geräte GmbH,
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Leonberg, Germany), a JASCO FP-1520 fluorescence detector
(Jasco Corp., Tokyo, Japan), a Midas model 830 autosampler
(Spark, Emmen, The Netherlands), and the McDAcq32 chro-
matography data system software, version 1.46 (Bischoff
Analysentechnik und -Geräte GmbH, Leonberg, Germany).
The analytical column used was a Reprosil 100 C8 column (50
mm × 3 mm; mean particle size 5 µm; Dr. A. Maisch,
Ammerbuch, Germany). A mobile phase gradient composed of
mobile phase A containing Milli-Q water/acetonitrile/TFA at
ratios of 95:5:0.1 and B containing Milli-Q water/acetonitrile/
TFA at ratios of 5:95:0.1 was used. During one gradient cycle
of 4 min, the mobile phase was changed from 5% to 80% of
mobile phase B over a period of 1.5 min, kept at 80% mobile
phase B for 1 min, and thereafter lowered to 5% of B, where
it was kept until the next sample was injected. A flow rate of
2.0 mL/min and injection volumes of 30 µL were used during
the analysis. All of the concentration determinations were well
within the detection range for the analysis method used.

Permeability Calculations. The apparent permeability
coefficients (Papp, cm/s) for the HDM permeability experiments
were calculated using the generally applicable nonsink condi-
tion analysis that imposes less restriction on the experimental
conditions than the commonly used sink condition based
calculation.10,70 The advantage of the nonsink condition analy-
sis is that it is applicable also when the experiment does not
exhibit linear drug flux, e.g., for highly permeable compounds.
Papp for the studied substances was determined by nonlinear
curve fitting of eq 1 to the experimental data

where VD is the volume in the donor compartment (0.5 mL),
VR is the volume in the receiver compartment (1.5 mL), A is
the area of the filter (1.13 cm2), M is the total amount of drug
in the system, CR,0 is the drug concentration in the receiver
compartment at the start of the time interval, and CR(t) is the
drug concentration in the receiver compartment at time t
measured from the start of the interval. The sampling proce-
dure necessitates the recalculation of M and CR,0 for each
interval.

Mass balance was calculated as the amount of drug recov-
ered in receiver samples after each interval and in the donor
chamber at the end of the experiment divided by the amount
of drug in the donor chamber at the beginning of the experi-
ment.

Conformational Analysis and Descriptor Generation.
A 500 step Monte Carlo conformational analysis was per-
formed using the BatchMin program and the MMFF force field,
as implemented in MacroModel.71 The conformational searches
were performed in vacuum with the molecules in their union-
ized state, and the global minimum energy conformer was used
as input for the in-house software MAREA72 to calculate the
static free molecular surface areas of the different atom types,
as described previously.29

The 2D descriptors were calculated using Molconn-Z 73 and
the software package SELMA.74 Molconn-Z calculates electro-
topological state indices, i.e., values relating to the electronic
and topological environments of the atoms in a molecule. The
indices encode the electronegativity as well as the local
topology of each atom by considering perturbation effects from
neighboring atoms. SELMA generates various descriptors
related to molecular size, ring structure, flexibility, atom and
bond counts, polarity, hydrogen bonds, Kier connectivity
indices, BCUT parameters related to connectivity and atom
weights, electronic environment, charge, and lipophilicity.
SELMA and Molconn-Z generated a total of 140 descriptors.

In Silico Permeability Models. In silico models of perme-
ability were developed as described previously.29 Partial least
squares projection to latent structures (PLS), as implemented
in Simca,75 was used to derive multivariate structure-perme-
ability relationships for the different experimental models.
Separate PLS models were derived for HDM, Caco-2, and
2/4/A1 Papp. The data set was divided into a training set and

a test set, and only the training set compounds were used for
developing the PLS models. The test set compounds were used
to validate the final PLS models using the root-mean-squared
error of prediction (RMSE) as a measure of predictivity

The predictivity of the in silico models were further validated
using an external test set.

Data Analysis. Permeability coefficients are presented as
mean ( standard deviation (n ) 3-4).

Spearman’s rank order correlation coefficients were calcu-
lated as the linear correlation coefficient for two separate
rankings of n items, according to

where Ri and Si are the ranks associated with the x and y
values for compound i, Rh and Sh are the mean ranks for the x
and y values, respectively, and n is the number of compounds.
A larger value of rs indicates a greater association between
the two rankings.

Generating Classification Models. An empirical sigmoi-
dal function was used to describe the relationship between FA
and the permeability data

where Papp,50% is the value of Papp at 50% FA and γ is a slope
factor. The equation was fitted to the experimental data for
the training set compounds by minimizing the sum of squared
residuals (FAcalculated - FAexperimental), and the fit was assessed
using R2, the coefficient of determination. For HDM perme-
ability data, an alternative function that better described the
data was used:76

The training set was divided into two classes according to
FA: acceptably absorbed (FA above cutoff value) and poorly
absorbed (FA below cutoff value). Two different FA cutoff
values (80% and 30%) were used in this study. Optimal
permeability limits for discrimination between compounds in
the different classes were determined for each membrane
model based on the sigmoidal relationships between FA and
Papp. Separate sets of permeability limits were selected for
experimental Papp and for Papp calculated from the PLS
regressions. The fraction of the compounds correctly classified
into each group was then assessed using experimental or
calculated Papp from the different experimental and in silico
models.
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a comparison of results obtained in this study with literature
values, a graph of the effect of changing FA cutoff on clas-
sification efficacy, rank order correlation graphs for ClogP vs.
FA, ClogP vs. HDM Papp, and PSA vs. FA, a table showing the
influence of random error on the rank order correlations, a
table of the PLS model statistics, a graph of influential
molecular descriptors, a cross-correlation matrix for the mo-
lecular descriptors, and a table of data for the external test
set. This information is available free of charge via the Internet
at http://pubs.acs.org.
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